Success in art markets is difficult to quantify objectively, as it also relies on complex social networks and exchanges of reputation among different actors of the system. We discuss the general task of developing art metrics that are able to capture the different roles actors play in art markets, in particular artists and collectors, are time-aware and efficient to account for the dynamic nature of such markets, and are predictive of future success. As a first contribution in this direction, we propose a method to capture the mutually reinforcing role of artists and collectors via a time-aware extension of Kleinberg's HITS method, originally developed for the Web. We apply the method to a dataset comprising all the events of the crypto art gallery SuperRare during its first year of existence. Crypto art is limited-edition, collectible, and tradable digital art cryptographically registered on a blockchain. This very recent artistic movement, sharing several approaches and motivations with conceptual art, is producing data at an unprecedented level of detail when compared to the traditional art market. The proposed method is predictive of future success and accurately captures the roles of artists and collectors.
Introduction
Success in art markets is notoriously difficult to gauge [3] . It depends on intrinsic factors such as the quality of artworks, but also on extrinsic variables such as attribution, timing, memory, and social networks [5, 4, 23, 24, 17, 14, 16, 9] . In particular, success in art depends on mutually reinforcing mechanisms of recognition acting among artists, collectors, investors and experts [7, 6] . Experts include curators, art historians and critics, whose role is to broker artists and their works to exhibition venues such as galleries, museums, auction houses and media [22, 18] . As a consequence, in art markets exchange prices can be considered as an emerging property of a complex system [11, 15] . A crucial challenge to study this system and predict success is the fragmentary state of data on transactions, artworks and other relevant signals, which has so far usually limited the scale and scope of research on the topic [8, 21, 9] .
In what follows, we discuss the general problem of developing art metrics, that is rating and ranking systems [13] tailored for art markets. We suggest that art metrics should consider a set of requirements. Firstly, different roles must be taken into account, including artists, collectors, investors and experts. Given the mutually reinforcing nature of reputation in art markets, and the often distinct role an actor takes (i.e., an expert need not be an artist or collector), we argue distinct yet coupled ratings should be developed for each role. Secondly, timing is of the essence and it should be accounted for, especially so if the goal is to spot emerging or promising actors. Lastly, metrics should be predictive of future success, according to well-posed and fit-for-purpose evaluation systems.
As a first foray into art metrics, we focus on the relationship between artists and collectors. We start from the intuition that important collectors buy from important artists and important artists sell to important collectors, and borrow the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) method [12] , originally developed to detect hubs and authorities on the Web. After translating hubs to collectors and authorities to artists, we develop a time-aware variant of HITS which outperforms it on our data, in terms of future sale prediction accuracy, while capturing the role of these different actors.
A relatively recent phenomenon in art markets is the emergence of digital art and digital platforms to exchange it. Digital platforms can accelerate the pace of the market and broaden its user base, and their combination with new born-digital art forms promises to provide a data-rich vantage point to study art markets. A recent artistic movement, named crypto art, inhabits this space [10] . Crypto art is born-digital art registered on a blockchain, and subsequently exhibited and transacted. Several art galleries are by now providing a platform for crypto art exchange, collecting rich data in the process. To test our proposed method, we make use, for the very first time, of crypto art transaction data from the SuperRare 1 digital art gallery.
Art metrics
A characteristic of the art market, one that allows to draw a parallelism with the scientific publication system or with the Web, is the mechanism of endorsement of artists and collectors. Both works of art and science can be endorsed by the respective communities, thus gaining in popularity and, for artworks, in commercial value. A scientific paper (author) is endorsed when a peer references it in another article. An artwork (artist) is endorsed when a collector makes a bid or a direct purchase. The number of bids made for the artwork, or the number of times the artwork is traded among collectors, are indicators of the popularity of the piece of art in the artistic setting, as much as the number of citations from other scholars accrued by a paper is an indicator of its popularity within the scientific community. Furthermore, besides popularity, one can also investigate the prestige of the works of art and of scholarly publications and, indirectly, of artists and authors. We might argue that a bid to an artwork made by a prestigious collector, or a citation to an article given by an authoritative scientist, are more important than endorsements given by unknown individuals. Finally, alternative metrics (so called altmetrics, for instance views and likes), might also be part of the endorsement system in both science and art. We begin our work on art metrics by considering a simplified view of the art market (and resulting sales network) as bipartite between the roles of the artist and the collector. That is to say, we focus on the primary market. In this setting, artists create and sell artworks, they are the sources of art. Collectors purchase and pull together artworks, they have some sense of where good art is. In practice, the market is considerably more complex. The figure of the art investor, that is someone trading in art by buying in view of re-selling artworks, is also a crucial one. A sizable amount of trades in the art market are mediated by galleries or dealers, offering dedicated marketplaces. Lastly, reputation (and thus higher quotes) is not only acquired through sales but also via exhibitions in prestigious venues and, for example, media coverage [7, 9] .
The art market, in particular crypto art, configures as a timed stream of events involving the creation and acquisition of artworks. This flow produces data of different varieties (metadata on artists and artworks, data about bids, sales, views, likes of artworks, possibly artworks themselves if digital). We start by considering two major actors in the market: artists, the sources of art, and collectors, the gatherers of art. We posit that there exists a mutual reinforcement mechanism in the definition of the dominating figures of artists and collectors, that can be summarized as follows:
Important collectors purchase works of important artists; important artists sell their works to important collectors.
This recursive definition of centrality of an actor makes the art reward system globally reactive: each event can change the reputation not only of the involved actors but, indirectly, of all other system users. Kleinberg's Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) method [12] , developed in 1998 for the Web, proceeds from a similar definition and will be used as our starting point.
We thus propose a rating method to understand current market positions of artists and collectors, fulfilling the following facets of the art system:
• mutual reinforcement: the metric computes the reward for an artist selling an artwork in terms of the rating of the collector buying the artwork. Similarly, it computes the reward for a collector purchasing an artwork in terms of the rating of the artist selling the artwork.
• time-awareness: the metric adapts to the rapid stream of events that increasingly characterizes the art market by updating the rating for the actors participating in an event immediately after the event has happened.
• efficiency: each update operation has low computational cost and hence can be performed efficiently. This allows the rating system to be always synchronized with respect to the flow of events.
Finally, it is worth underlining that we aim to measure the desirability and popularity for artists at a given time and do not argue for the market as sole signal for artistic skill and merit.
HITS hits art
HITS's assumption is that in certain networks there are two types of important nodes: authorities, that contain reliable information on the topic of interest, and hubs, that tell us where to find authoritative information. A node may be both an authority and a hub or neither. For instance, on the Web hubs are pages that compile lists of resources relevant to a given topic of interest, while authorities are pages that contain explicit information on the topic. In an article citation network, hubs are for example review papers that mainly reference other papers containing relevant information on a given topic, while authorities are articles that contain the explicit information. This calls for two distinct but interrelated notions of centrality: authority and hub centrality. There is a mutual recursion underlying the definition of the roles of authorities and hubs that can be concisely expressed in the following thesis:
A node is an authority if it is linked to by hubs (nodes with high hub centrality); it is a hub if it links to authorities (nodes with high authority centrality).
Formally, let A be the adjacency matrix of a directed network. The authority centrality x i of node i is proportional to the hub centrality of the nodes that link to it, that is:
On the other hand, the hub centrality y i of node i is proportional to the authority centrality of the nodes linked by it, that is:
where α and β are constants. If the network is weighted, then A i,j is a positive number that represents the strength of the relationship between nodes i and j: the higher the weight, the stronger the link. Notice how the above equations use these weights: stronger links give more (authority and hub) centralities. In matrix form the above equations write:
In this formulation the mutual reinforcement between hubs and authorities is evident: authorities (x) depend on hubs (y) and hubs (y) depend on authorities (x), with the mediation of the network structure encoded in matrix A.
We can rephrase Kleinberg's thesis in the art setting as follows:
A leading artist sells to leading collectors and a leading collector purchases from leading artists.
Our first proposal is therefore the following. We are given a priced sales network in which the nodes are active users (artists and collectors) and the weighted links are priced sales between two users. The direction of the links is that of the flow of money, that is from buyer to seller. We define the artist centrality as the authority centrality and the collector centrality as the hub centrality over the weighted sales network.
The proposal misses a fundamental ingredient of art markets: the importance of timing. Indeed, one potential issue with Kleinberg's method is that it is static. For example, suppose that a collector bought (for the same price) two artworks A and B from the same artist but at different times: artwork A when the artist was unknown and artwork B after the artist became popular. Reasonably, the collector expects a larger increase in centrality from the second purchase, since they acquired a piece from a more renowned artist. Unfortunately, HITS does not distinguish between the two purchases. A timed-aware metric, on the other hand, would distinguish between the two scenarios, assigning to the collector different centrality gains, proportional to the artist's centrality at the time of each sale.
To overcome this issue, we propose the following extension of HITS, named time-aware HITS. At each time instant t, each user i has two ratings: an artist rating x i (t) and a collector rating y i (t). Initially, at time 0, all users of the gallery have null rating 2 . Then, at each sale, we modify the artist rating of the seller and the collector rating of the buyer as follows. Suppose that artist i sells to collector j an artwork at price p at time t > 0. We update the artist rating x i (t) of artist i at time t as well as the collector rating y j (t) of collector j at time t using the following interrelated formulas:
In the above equations, P (p, t − 1) is the percentile of price p with respect to the distribution of gallery prices up to time t − 1. Hence, it is a factor from 0 to 1 that ponders the sale price within the price history of the gallery. Moreover, P (x i (t − 1), t − 1) is the percentile of the rating of artist i at time t − 1 with respect to the distribution of ratings of artists that sold at least one piece by time t−1. Similarly, P (y j (t−1), t−1) is the percentile of the rating of collector j at time t − 1 with respect to the distribution of ratings of collectors that bought at least one piece by time t − 1. These factors, also lying between 0 and 1, weight the artist/collector rating relative to similar ratings accrued so far. It is worth mentioning that we opted for a percentile approach since we noticed that both gallery prices and ratings display a right-skewed distribution, for which the mean is not a good indicator of the average case. Notice that the proposed method remains efficient, as every update has a low computational cost.
Crypto art: rare digital art on the blockchain
Crypto art, also known as blockchain art, is a recent artistic movement in which the artist produces works of art, typically still or animated images and distributes them via a crypto art gallery using blockchain technology. Such artworks are often produced in close collaboration with machines, not necessarily a computer but also, for example, a scanner or an old Polaroid [10] .
We describe the crypto art system considering the SuperRare gallery [2] , a major crypto art marketplace. When the artist uploads an artwork to the SuperRare gallery, a transaction is created in the Ethereum blockchain. This transaction creates a token, uniquely associated with the work of art, and transfers it into the artist's cryptographic wallet. The transaction is digitally signed by the artist using asymmetric encryption, in order to prove the authenticity of the work. This token is permanently linked to the artwork and is a unique, one-of-a-kind asset that represents ownership and authenticity of the underlying artwork. The gallery distributes the artwork file over the nodes of the peer-topeer InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) network [1]. The IPFS network names the image with a unique code that uniquely matches its content. This means that the same image, even if distributed over several nodes of the network, will always have the same name and will be conceptually identified as a single resource. The digital work now begins its life on the blockchain, where a fan or collector can purchase it, and where it can be subsequently exchanged, traded or held by collectors like any other rare artifact. Typically, artworks are sold using auctions: bidders make offers, and the current owner of the asset has the ability to accept the offers. When an asset is sold, it is directly transferred to the buyer's wallet, while the corresponding price in Ether -the cryptocurrency used on blockchain Ethereum -is moved to the seller's wallet. When sold, the artwork remains tradable and each re-sale in the secondary market keeps rewarding the original artist (with 10% of the sale price on SuperRare). Thanks to the blockchain, each transaction is cryptographically secured and peer-topeer, meaning neither the funds nor the asset are ever held by the gallery or any other third party.
The SuperRare dataset
The dataset explored in this paper contains all the events of the first year in the life of the SuperRare crypto art gallery, from 5 April 2018 to 9 April 2019 included. 3 We developed all the analysis in R and RStudio, taking advantage of the tidyverse packages [19, 20, 25] .
This Figure 1 provides a temporal overview of the number of events by day and of sale events (top row). It can be seen that the gallery has considerably increased its activities over time, and especially during the first months of 2019. The spike of activities in July 2018 is, instead, mostly due to a high number of artworks minted on a single day by a single author, experimenting with neural network-generated art, which were gifted to the participants of a conference. The bottom row of the same figures provides the distribution of sale prices (left) and the value of daily sales per day (right). Here we see that the preferred price (mode) is 0.5 ETH, while the sales of the gallery over the first few months of 2019 oscillate within a range of a few ETH per day.
Facets of the crypto art system
The most distinctive facet of crypto art that sets it apart from the traditional art system is its higher velocity. In crypto art something can happen at every instant: an artist forges a new piece or accepts a bid made from a collector, a collector makes a bid for an artwork or directly purchases it, two artists or collectors exchange artworks. The work flow of crypto art is potentially very fast: having the right idea and using a generative computer-aided process, an author can quickly produce an artwork, almost instantaneously tokenize it on the blockchain and hence exhibit it in an online gallery. Bids and sales can arrive in a matter of minutes and after its sale, the artwork can be traded in the secondary market (even outside the gallery) with the same speed. We might say that the working time granularity in traditional art is months or even years, while the time granularity in crypto art is already practically of hours or even minutes, and could go down to any granularity supported by Ethereum. This defines crypto art as a real-time stream of events, more similar to financial trading than traditional art. The SuperRare dataset reflects this property, as shown in Figure 1 , hence providing for an appropriate test case for the proposed method also with respect to it being time-aware and computational efficient.
The SuperRare dataset contains a well-defined set of leading artists, despite its relatively short lifetime. For instance, Table 1 shows the endorsements received by top artists. In the SuperRare dataset, the complementary figures of the artist and the collector are well-defined, as shown in Figure 2 , making this dataset a good test case for the proposed method. Art investors, that is to say regular buyers and re-sellers, are still very few. This might be due to the short life of the gallery as well as the relatively low values being exchanged so far, possibly due to generous artwork minting (Figure 1 ). The consequence is that a secondary market has not yet emerged on SuperRare and similar galleries [10] . It is finally worth noting that the SuperRare dataset is dominated by the activities of two outlier collectors: VK Crypto and sebdcl, with 260 and 209 purchases respectively over the year under consideration. The two account for over a third of the total purchases. This has consequences when developing rating metrics for artists and collectors: in what follows we will compare results from the full dataset with a reduced dataset excluding the activities of these two collectors, in order to assess the impact of their presence.
Results
In this section we apply our rating methods to the SuperRare dataset. We compare them with other rating methods descriptively at first, and then in the task of making investments on crypto artworks. 
Time-aware HITS
We first consider a comparison among the following ratings: buyA and sellA are the overall bought and sold amounts in cryptocurrency, respectively; buyN and sellN are the number of bought and sold items, respectively; hub and authority are calculated using the original HITS, while collector and artist are calculated using our proposed textittime-aware HITS. In Figure 3 we correlate all these rating scores.
To start, note that there are two clusters of strongly correlated ratings, the "sell group" (sellN, sellA, authority, and artist) and the "buy group" (buyN, buyA, hub, and collector ). The correlation among sell ratings is stronger than for buy ratings, due to the presence of outliers among collectors. Furthermore, the two groups are weakly negatively correlated. This confirms the (imperfectly) bipartite division of the network into buyers (collectors) and sellers (artists), as observed above (Figure 2) , and the still marginal importance of the secondary market.
Nevertheless, while the artist rating positively correlates with the other sell ratings, and the collector rating is positively associated with the other buy ratings, there are also significant divergences among the ratings (see Tables 2  and 3 for a comparison of the top-ranked artists and collectors).
Among the artists, the leaders are the London based digital artist and crypto enthusiast XCOPY (leading over both the artist and sell ratings) and the fine and crypto artistic diptych Hackatao (second by artist ranking and third by sell rating). Since the artist rating is positively correlated with the number of sales, an artist selling a considerable amount of pieces will reasonably score high on the artist ranking as well. Furthermore, the art of both XCOPY and Hackatao is often acquired by the top collectors VK Crypto and sebdcl, further inflating their artist scores. The AI-oriented artist artonymousartifakt is very Sales versus purchases Figure 2 : SuperRare gallery's first year of activity. Each point is a user with the number of sales on the x-axis and the number of purchases on the y-axis, while 95% percentiles are plotted as lines. Note that most users are either sellers or buyers, rarely both. Only three exceptions are above the 95% percentile in both number of sales and purchases. We excluded two strong outliers from the buyers (VK Crypto and sebdcl ). Kendall's correlation between sales and purchases is weakly negative (-0.19), confirming that sellers (artists) typically do not buy and buyers (collectors) typically do not sell.
prolific and able to sell well (sell rank 2), but is also less appreciated by top collectors, with an artist rank of 4. On the other hand, the UK based mixed media artist and blockchain bohemian opheliafu (artist rank 3 / sell rank 7) appears to have more prestige than popularity. opheliafu sold fewer artworks than artonymousartifakt (38 and 56 pieces respectively), however opheliafu's works were often acquired by more renowned collectors, giving her an advantage when using the artist metric. Indeed, the artist rating formula does not simply count sales; it ponders each sale with the importance of the buying collector. For example, Roses and HEX0x6C are considered by important collectors more than their sale record would predict, while the opposite is the case for Albert and, in particular, bardionson.
As for collectors, as we mentioned before, there are two collectors that bought an extraordinary number of pieces: VK Crypto, an engineer, artist, and writer fond of art on blockchain, and virtual reality developer sebdcl, who is on the lookout for animated artworks to adorn Decentraland, a blockchain-based virtual world owned by its users. As another example, the wyatt's collection (collector rank 7 / buy rank 10) focuses on quality more than quantity, while the opposite holds for ArtWhale (collector rank 10 / buy rank 6). In particular, ArtWhale and zaphodok bought about the same number of artworks, but the collector rating of zaphodok is twice the collector rating of ArtWhale, since zaphodok picks from higher rated artists more than ArtWhale. These preferences are well captured by the collector rating. Finally, it is worth noting that MattiaC and Roses are the only actors that make it to the top-10 of both artists and collectors: they are collecting artists, a role differing from the art investor who buys to sell (at a profit). The collecting artist is an artist selling their art and buying other artists' works (e.g., because they believe in and intend to support the art system).
Making good investments
We propose the following approach to compare rating methods with respect to their capacity to inform investments. We take the perspective of a collector or art gallery, interested into investing into profitable artists. We devised the following method to assess the sale prediction accuracy of a given rating method. For a given time window from t to t + 1 and a given number k of artists we want to invest on, the method is as follows:
1. compute the rating for all artists at time t;
2. select the top-k rated artists at time t, this is our investment; 3. get the sale increase for the selected artists moving from time t to time t + 1; 4. compute the investment gain as the mean sale increase over the selected artists, weighted by their relative ratings.
We illustrate the method using a toy example with three selected artists A, B and C rated 50, 30 and 20, respectively. The relative ratings are hence 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2 respectively. Suppose that, at the end of the period, artist A sold for 2 ETH, B sold for 1.5 ETH, and C sold for 0.5 ETH. The investment gain is 0.5 · 2 + 0.3 · 1.5 + 0.2 · 0.5 = 1.55 ETH.
By following the same procedure for different ratings and different contiguous time windows, we can compare their gains at every time step and in total. We report results using k = 10 artists and time windows of 30 days: reasonably different values do not substantially alter results. We further consider two datasets for comparison: 1) with all artists (full) and 2) excluding the two top performer artists (reduced), VK Crypto and sebdcl, who play a dominant role on the sales network. All gains are expressed in average Ether (ETH).
We compare the time-aware HITS artist rating with the original HITS authority rating, over 8 time windows starting from August 1, 2018 in order to allow for some transactions to accumulate beforehand. On both datasets, our proposed method performs better than the original HITS. On the full dataset, we have an average gain of 2.44 over 2.21, while on the reduced dataset without the two dominant outliers, we register a gain of 1 over 0.42, on average. The average gain over time windows is given in Figure 4 (top-left and right respectively), showing that the artist rating significantly outperforms the authority rating over most months on the full dataset, and always on the reduced one. Time-aware HITS also outperforms the number of sold items (sellN ) and the total amount of sales (sellA) in prediction accuracy.
Based on these results, we conclude that the proposed artist rating is better equipped to spot and surface the market-valuable activity of artists overall, beyond known stars or outliers: this is a known challenge in the art market, both traditional and digital.
Conclusions
In this work, we discuss the general problem of developing metrics for the art market. We propose that such metrics should be focused on capturing the different roles in the system, they should be time-aware and efficient to calculate, and they should be predictive of future success. As a first contribution in this direction, we propose a method to capture the mutually reinforcing role of artists and collectors via a time-aware extension of Kleinberg's HITS. The proposed method is applied on the full events dataset of the crypto art gallery SuperRare, during its first year of existence. Crypto art is born-digital art registered on a blockchain, such as Ethereum, and henceforth traded or exchanged. This new artistic movement is, as a by product, producing data at an unprecedented level of detail for an art market.
We show that our proposed method works well at capturing the complementary and mutually reinforcing roles of artists and collectors, by implementing the intuition that leading artists sell to leading collectors, and leading collectors buy from leading artists. The proposed method is also predictive of future success, and better so than a static alternative such as the original HITS. Directions for future work include an analysis of data from other galleries, the inclusion of other roles such as investors and collecting artists, and of more data such as altmetrics and artworks themselves.
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